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Abstract
An answer is sought to the quest ion of whether the discovery of
natural gas reserves in the Federal Republic of Germany and its
neighbours represents an important new energy source. Making a
reasonable estimate of the future yearly natural gas consumption,
the life of the reserves is forecast. The indications are that
sufficient supplies within the FRG and its neighbours for about
10 % of the primary energy demand of the FRG will be available
for at least three to four decades.
Es wird eine ~~twort gesucht auf die Frage, ob mit der Entdeckung
neuer Erdgasvorkommen in der ERD und ihren Nachbarstaaten be-
deutende Energiequellen verfügbar werden.
Zu diesem Zweck wird die Lebensdauer der Reserven anhand von
Prognosen über den zu erwartenden Erdgasverbrauch abgeschätzt.
Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, daß die ERD und ihre Nachbar-
staaten über genügend große Vorkommen verfügen, um etwa 10 %
des Primärenergiebedarfs für mindestens drei bis vier Dekaden
zu decken.
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1. Introduction
In the last few years the pattern of energy usage in the Federa1
Repub1ic of Germany has undergone considerab1e changes. There has
been a marked decrease in the consumption of coa1, and a consequent
increase in the consumption of oi1. In addition both natural gas and
nuc1ear power have recent1y appeared as new energy sources. This
pattern must continue to change as discoveries of natural gas in
great quantities make it more and more competitive.
In the year 1969 on1y about 5 % of primary energy consumption in the
Federa1 Repub1ic of Germany was derived from natural gas, while in the
USA the figure was 30 % and in the USSR approRimate1y 45 %, from which
it is obvious, if a simi1ar pattern is fo110wed and sufficient reserves
are avai1ab1e,that natural gas consumption in the FRG is only in
its infancy.
The main objective of this report is to answer two questions. v~ know
that there are natural gas reserves available within the borders of
and accessible to West Germany. TI1e question is whether these reserves
represent a new energy source sufficient to cover at least part of the
priroary consumption for a reasonabLe period, say 30 to 40 year's , If so,
the second question to be answe red is, hO\J competitive is this natural
gas in electricity production compared with the other fast growing
energy source, i.e. nuclear power? In order to obtain an answer to
the first question we roust make an assumption concerning the growth of
the consumption of natural gas in various energy fields, and estimate
what part will be covered from the German sources and what part from
imports, and from the cumulative figures judge the life of the reserves.
The fact that these estimates of the consumption cannot and will not be
accurate will not substantially alter the general character of the
answer. In making a comparison between the economics of current and
future types of nuc1ear power stations and natural gas fired stations
we are on firmer ground, as in most cases reliable figures for both
capital andfuel costs are available.
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The second question thus resolves itself into one of estimating the
price of natural gas which makes a plant of a particular size
competitive with a nuclear power plant of the same output.
Forecasts, especially in the energy field, must be treated very
carefully. They should be interpreted only as an indication of a
possible trend and should form a rational basis for the initiation of
action. They are of little importance without knowledge of the
methods, and their implications, by which they have been produced.
Forecasts should not be regarded as rigid and final, but should
be revised at frequent intervals to incorporate the effects of
changed economic conditions. Adherence to rigid forecasts, without
their updating, can lead to wrong planning and severe problems I-J_I.
2. Natural Gas Reserves
The natural gas reserves of a few countries of interest are shown
in table J I 2, 3, 4, J5 7. The energy potential of the safe and
probable natural gas resources of the world is nearly half that of
the oil resources I=JJ_I. Corresponding to this, the percentage of the
primary energy consumption met by natural gas 1s nearly half that
of oil: gas 19 %, oil 42 % I=Jl_l. The safe and probable resources
of both oil and gas would be sufficient to supply these portions
roughly unt!l J990.
Because of the policy of the oil companies not to prospect more oil
or gas than there will be needed in the next two decades or so it
can be expected that important resources will be discovered in the
next decades. Estimations of the world's possible natural gas resources
J2 3 - - J2 3 - -
vary from 140 x 10 m 1_15_/ to 280 x 10 m 1_21_1. That means that
natural gas would be able to supply its present 19 % of the world's
primary energy consumption roughly until 2010 1=15~t or 2030 1 21_7.
Since natural gas is not so easily to be transported as oil, the
extent of its use varies very much from one country to another.
In order to evaluate the future role of natural gas in the FRG we
have to regard the local reserves. The reserves of primary interest
in this study are mainly those in West Germany and the Netherlands.
The Russian reserves as weIl as those of Africa arid Near East are
regarded here as being of secondary importance because of the
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greater distance and resulting transportation costs as weil as a lower
security of supply. It is considered advisable that imports from the
USSR and the Arabian states should not exceed (say) 10 - 20% of the total
natural gas consumption at any time, because of the difficulties which
could arise if the current favourable political climate should change
and restrictions be imposed. In Germany the certain and probable reserves
are 343 x 109 Nm3 while possible reserves (inferred) are 625 x 109 Nm3•
9 3 9 3For the Netherlands the figures are 2350 x 10 Nm and 4000 x 10 Nm
respectively. Fig. 1 shows a map with the distribution of the known
reserves and as seen, the Dutch fields are located close to the areas
of high industrial concentration in Germany.
In estimating the lifetime of the reserves, certain and probable reserves
whichcan be assumed to be available for exploitation already, as weH
as possible reserves, were taken into account. Figure 2 illustrates the rate
of discovery of additional reserves over the last decade in the FRG.
Assuming that the rate of discovery remains constant as inthe last
few years, it is evident that within the foreseeable future the
magnitude of the exploitable reserves. will reach the value of the
estimated possible reserves. It is the practice of the oil companies,
which form the bulkof the natural gas suppliers, not to prospect for
newoil or gas fields unless these can be commercially exploited within
five years of discovery. Hence the impending exhaustion of available
reserves provides an impetus ror new exploration, resulting in new
discoveries. Thus it is justifiable in these estimates to include both
the probable and possible reserves.
We will now estimate the natural gas consumption in the FRG and the life
of the German and Dutch reserves. A number of these estimates have been
published covering various time spans, and after taking all these into
consideration, the overall natural gas consumption up to the year 2000
has been estimated as shown in Fig. 3. In principle this est,imate ist
based on /--3 / and '-5 I. In addLtLon Fig{. 3 shows estimates of the
total primary energy consumption, and Fig. 5 the portions taken by
nuclear power, oil and others such as coal, water etc. The units used
in Fig. 3 are in 106 t coal equivalent, and for each energy source the
percentage of the total consumption is also indicated, thus providing
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an overall picture of the ehanging importanee of the various sourees.
The figures for natural gas (average ealorifie value 8300 Keal/Nm3)
are given in table 2.
It will be noted that, while the consumption of natural gas in our
estimates continues to increase up to the year 2000, its pereentage portion
nea-r.l:Y/
of the total prinary energy eonsumption isflftlChanged after the year ]980,
in eontrast to nuclear power whieh will cover an ever increasing portion
of the total eonsu,mption. Tbe reason is that total natural gas consumption
is restrieted by the availability of the loeal reserves after theyear
]990, when it appears that most of the consumption will be covered by
imports, thus ereating transport and cost problems.
Fig. 4 again shows the estimated overall yearly consumption of natural
gas, split into two portions, the part which is supplied from German
sourees and the part whieh is supplied by the imports, i.e. Duteh and
Russian deliveries. As seen, the eontraeted Russian supplies represent
only a very small portion of the overall yearly eonsumption and will not
play any important role if they remain at their present level. On the
other hand imports, initially of Duteh gas, will form a larger and larger
part of the consumption asthe German reserves are gradually exhausted.
It i5 expeeted that the Ioeal exploitation rate after 1980 will remain
fairly statie at approximately 20 - 25 x ]09 Nm3/a /-3_/, and all the
inerease in the overall eonsumption will be eovered by imports. The
reasons for this are the poliey of the oil eompanies to maintain gas
prices at a profitable level by avaiding overproduction, the advisability
of keeping a eertain portion of the local reserves intact for emergency
use at a later date, and the teehnieal problems associated ,vith high rate
distribution and exploitation from individual fields.
Cumulating the gas eonsumption eovered from the German sourees, an estimate
is then obtained of the life of the loeal reserves, and this is also shown
in Fig. 4. T'tvo lines of cumulative eonsumptions are shown, one being German
sources only ,and the seeond taking also into eonsideration the Russian
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deliveries. The points of intersection of these lines with the lines
of the total local reserves indicate the years of estimated
exhaustion. Thus, taking Russian imports into account, and considering
only certain and probable reserves now known to exist in Germany,
these would be exhausted before 1990. Taking the possible reserves as
a measure,the exhaustion point would be reached at the year 2000.
If the consumption from local sources is tapered off,a.s indicated by the
broken lines, the exhaustion point is postponed as shown in the graph.
This poliey might be weIl warth pursuing, as it would ensure that the last
portion of the loeal reserves (say up to 10 %) would be exhausted
much slower, and would in fact act as a kind of emergency supply
in case of need.
Thus the inescapable conclusion is that between the years 1995 and
2000 practically all the German natural gas consumption must be covered
by imports.
The question arises whether the Dutch reserves are sufficiently high
to cover the expected exports as weIl as the horne consumption. Assuming
that the current rate of growth of primary energy in the Netherlands
is maintained, then the total primary energy consumption in 1980 should
reach about 120 - 130 x 106 t/a coal equ. The economical lang range
exploitation rate of the reserves is estimated at approximately
9 3 - -80 x 10 Nm la and should also be reached at about 1980 I 6 I. From
the 40 - 45 x 109 Nm3 available tor export, about 20 x 10~ Nm3 is
already covered or is going to be covered by long range delivery
contracts to countries other than Germany 1-2, 7 7 leaving at most
9 3 - -
about 25 x 10 Nm in 1980 and subsequent years for export to the FRG.
To this figure the contracted Russian deliveries of 3 x 109 Nm3 of
average calorific value of 9400 Kcal/Nm3 must be added.
Taking the expected Dutch exploitation rate in 1980 as the average
yearly value, and their possible reserves of 4000 x 109 Nm3 as
certain, the exhaustion of the fields would come at about the
year 2020. Thus it is obvious that, although sufficient local and
Dutch gas reserves exist to ensure continuous supply, the expected
exploitation rates are such that after 1980 imports from other countries
must supplement the deliveries to the FRG from the Netherlands. This
deficiency could be covered by increased Russian deliveries together
with supplies of liquified gas from North Africa and other sources,
and perhaps gas trom the North Sea.
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Obviously, if the Dutch exploitation rate can be increased above the
assumed rate of 80 x 109 Nm3/a the deficiency in the deliveries
after 1980 could be eliminated. Although this would lead to earlier
exhaustion of the Dutch reserves it could be a safer policy, in that
reliance is not placed on a substantial increase in Russian deliveries.
On the other hand, when their reserves reach a certain point, the
Netherlands may restrict exports in order to conserve supplies for
their own use.
4. Natural Gas for Electricity-_Generation
The next question to be answered is what portion of the annual natural
gas consumption will be used for the generation of electricity, i.e.
to estimate the curve of the installed capacity of natural gas power
plants. In order to do this we will first consider the current aspects,
then the long-term prospects of competitiveness between gas-fired
and nuclear power stations.
4.1 Current Economics of Natural Gas and Nuclear Power Stations
.;...:.....;.;.:::-...=;...;;.::---_. ._------------------_...-
A measure of the economy of any type of power station is its total
electricity generating cost. This cost depends on a number of cost
items, the most essential ones being capital investment, load factor,
interest rate, depreciation period, and fuel cost. All these items
va~ making it h8~d to find a fixed basis for economic comparisons.
Looking for a convenient method of avoiding this difficulty, the
presentation of fig. 9 was chosen. Taking capital investment as
shown in fig. 8 as a basis, the other main cost iterns are varied.
Plant size is plotted horizontally and natural gas price
vertically, so that aue can campare the economics of gas-fired
and nuclear power stations at any plant size and gas prtce. Below
the curves plotted in fig. 9 natural gas gives lower electricity
generating cost, while above thern nuclear energy is more economic.
At load fac~or of 0.7 a gas-fired power plant with an output less
than 300 ~n~e is more advantageous than a nuclear one, accourding
to fig. 9. At a load factor of 0.45 the break-even point 1s at
600 MWe. If the 1970 price at the Dutch border is considered,
natural gas plants become competitive at a load factor of 0.7
and a size of 600 MWe, or at a load factor of 0.45 and a size
of 100 HWe.
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The capital cost data given in fig. 8refer to early 1970. The
capital cost variation indicated for the natural gas station is
conservative and could be lower. It would correspond more to
the cost degression of an oil-fired station, and this has been
done deliberately, in order to enable the inclusion of oil prices
in the economic consideration.
LWR capital cost has rised considerably since early 1970, shifting
the curves plotted in fig. 9 to the right in favour of the gas-
fired plants. In spite of this fact, the calculations were not
reiterated because current economics are not decisive for the
prospects of electricity generation from gas-fired plants.
Because of the long lifetime of power plants the importance
quantity is the average cost per kWh. For this reason we
will now consider future prospects for natural gas, oil and
uranium prices.
4.2 Pr0s..P.ects. of N~u!".!.l Ga~_, Oi1. an<!-_Ura~~1.!~_Kr1ce~_and _~Ej>...E.!x-_~_Clf~
Est1mating of future prices is hard. There have been many surprises in
the field of fuel prices in the past, and the only certain prospect
15 that this trend will continue.
The natural gas market situation is not very clear in the FRG; various
pr1ces and condit10ns have been contracted. Most of the natural gas
1s supplied by the major oil companies, who are in a position to
regulate the prices of both oil and gas to suit themselves. In
most price agreements the gas price is coupled to the oil price.
The recent sharp rise of oil price was followed by an immediate
(mostly less sharp) rise of gas prices. At the moment it seems
unlikely that this marked rise will continuej but there will be
a permanent danger of surprising oH and gas price boosts because
of the small number of countries possessing important resources
and the small number of big independent suppliers.
In contrast uranium has been found in many countries, and many
independent suppliers are in competition. Yellow cake price has
been slightly decreasing for a couple of years. This will end
with the demand boom to comej but the most important fact for
the utilities isthat contracts are offered for 20 years of
uranium supply at adefinite price margin.
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In the fie1d of uranium enrichment, on the other hand, there is very
1itt1e competition. But there are some intentions for new enrichment
plants so that there may be more competitors in the future.
A1ternative1y it 1s much cheaper to hold a stock of enriched
uranium in order to avoid too strong dependence of the supp1ier
than to hold a stock of an equiva1ent amount of oi1 or gas.
Beyond that the fast breeder type of nuc1ear plant does not need
any stock of fissile material in order to achieve safe and
independent supp1y, except the inventory for startup and first
re10ad, because it breeds its own fissile material. On1y an
~nsignificant amount of very cheep dep1eted uranium, which
can be stored easi1y, is required.
In 1967, Gas-fired p1ants covered 2.6 % of the total insta11ed
e1ectricity generating capacity. According to the economic
(sec. 4.1) and other advantages (e.g. short construction time and
easy commissioning procedure) many decisions have been made in
the past years in favour of gas-fired p1ants. It can be expected
that in 1975 ges-f'Lred plants will cever 10 % cf the total
electricity generating capacity. TIle question is whether this
boom will continue after 1975 or if the portion of gas-fired
plants will stagnate or if it will fall back. In order to judge
this let us consider what a constant portion of 10 % would mean
in terms of gas amount needed for e1ectricity generation.
Re11able estimates of the total electricity generating capatity
for Germany are available. Fig. 5 shows the total estimated
installed capacity in GWe, sp1it into conventional and nuclear
power. For the estimate of the nuclear portion the curve given
by Recker 1=17_1 1s used.
From the yearly variation of the installed capacity of the natural
gas stations, an estimate of the net generated electricity in a
particular year can be obtained in TWh/a, taking a load factor
of 4000 h/a for the natural gas stations in the next two decades
when they will be run as intermediate as we1l as peak load
stations, and 3000 h/a after 1990. Fina11y, assuming 40 %
thermal efficiency of a gas power plant, the gas required
in a particular year for generating the above amounts of
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electricity can be estimated. With these assumptions the capacity
of the gas-fired plants would reach 18 to 20 GWe in 1990 and
28 to 40 GWe by the year 2000. The amount of gas for electricity
generation would reach 18 to 20 x 109 m3 j a in 1990 and 21 to
30 x 109 m3ja in 2000. This is about one third of the gas amount
which could be available for the FRG on a lang-term basis, see
section 3.
Having this in mind as well as the economics and reserves situation,
supply safety and safety from price increases we estimate that
gas-fired power plants will not permanently exceed 10 % of the
total electricity generating capacity.
On the basis of the present reserves and market situation we
estimate that after the foreseeable sharp rise in natural gas
use for electricity generation until 1975 the portion of gas-
fired plants (in % of the total installed electricity generating
capacity) will diminish.
We developped two alternative forecasts, an optimistic (forecast 1)
and a more conservative oue (forecast 2) which are given in
Fig. 6 and 7. We expect the capacity of gas-fired power plants and
natural gasconsumption to grow within these alternative curves.
In the following we will discuss some possibilities of future
trends which would lead more to the optimistic or more to the
conservative forecast
5. Discussion
Having answered our two basic questions, the conclusions are that
natural gas represents a new energy source of considerable importance
although of restricted duration. The known locally available reserves,
and those of neighbouring countries which would be readily accessible,
are such that they can guarantee the supply of increased quantities
of gas for at least the next three decades. In comparison with oil
reserves in the FRG, which are negligible, the reserves of natural
gas are quite substantial, and natural gas imports are supplied from
neighbouring countries with stable governments, which guarantees
continuity. Another reason 1s that oil-fired stations can be changed
over to gas-firing with very little time and difficulty and vice
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versa, thus enabling adjustment of the fuel usageaccording to needs
and prices. In this context it must be realised that 72 % '-3_1 of
natural gas in the Federal Republic of Germany is supplied by the
oil companies which also supply the bulk of the oi1 used. Hence it
cannot be expected that natural gas will rep1ace oi1 to such a degree
that the oi1 companies will incur losses on their oil operations.
Before this happens the price of natural gas will be increased to
levels which will maintain the oil companies' profitability.
Naturally this price monopoly could be broken by an outside supplier
such as the USSR. The problem at present is not lack of supplies from
Russia but the insufficiency in the distribution network on the German
side. It is expected that by 1980 or perhaps sooner this difficulty
will be overcome, and it will be possible to count on increased
Russian deliveries. In this context it should again be emphasised
that any marked increase above the current1y contracted Russian
deliveries (3 x 109 Nm3/a tor 20 years trom 1973) should be avoided,
as increased dependence on this source could lead to problems if
restrietions are imposed, whatever the reason may be. A figure of
about 10 % of total gas consumption at any time would appear as a
safe limit. A further point of interest is that the combustion
products from gas-fired stations are relatively free, compared
with oil-fired stations, from harmful ingredients which contribute
to enviro~~ental pollution.
Considering the current price of delivered 10cal gas, and making an
economic comparison with existing light water reactor plants, it has
been shown that at a load factor of 0.7 a gas-fired station with an
output less than 300 MWe is more advantageous. At a load factor of
0.45 the break-even point is at 600 M}le. If the current price at the
Dutch border is considered, natural gas plants become competitive at
a load factor of 0.7 and a size of 600 MWe, or at a load facbOr of
0.45 and a size of 1000 MWe. Similar results apply in the case of a
proposed sodium cooled fast breeder reactor.
These results are very important and can be interpreted, bearing in
mind the relationship of oi1 and gas prices, to mean that as peak
load stations (load factor 0.45), gas-fired plants up to the size
of 1000 MWe are more economical than any other type of power plant.
As base load stations (load factor 0,8), nuc1ear power p1ants are supreme
in middle and large sized power blocks (say~500 MWe). TIlis leads to
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the justifiable question as to what will happen to the reserves, both
loeal and foreign, if the whole inerease in the German eonventional
eleetrieity generating capacity after 1975 is eovered by gas-fired
power plants. The salient feature of this seheme would be that by
1980 the total German gas eonsumption would reach 52 x 109 Nm3/ a ,
in 1990-95 x 109 Nm3/ a and in 2000 about 135 x 109 Nm3/ a . Beeause of
the reasons diseussed previously tt would be diffieult if not impossible
to increase the German exploitation rate above 30 x 109 Nm3/a. At this
rate the exhaustion dates of the Ioeal reserves will not change
substantially from the dates given previously in Fig. 4 i.e. eertain
reserves 1986, probable reserves 1996. The imports required, after
taking the contraeted Russian deliveries into aceount, would be
1980 - 20 x 109 Nm3/ a , 1990 - 60 x 109 Nm3/ a and 2000 about 100 x
l09 Nm3/a. Let us assume that all these imports will be covered from
Duteh sourees. In this case the Dutch exploitation rate required to
cover their horne consumption and exports to other countries as wall,
would be 80 x l09 Nm3/a in 1980, 135 x 109 Nm3/a in 1990 and 180 x
109 Nm3/a over the period in question, the possible Dutch reserves
would then be exhausted in 36 years, i.e. about 2005. Althoughthe
Duteh reserves are sufficient to cover such a seheme for a reasonable
time, and although the scheme appears at least feasible up to the
year 1980, the subsequent exploitation rates are completely unrealistic.
'.Je have made two alternative forecasts on the sectors of energy demarid
discussed here, a more optimistie (forecast 1) and a more eonservative
one (forecast 2), see fig. 3, 6 and 7. We expeet that the eapaeity of
gas-fired power plants, the amount of gas used for electrieity generation,
and the overall natural gas consumption will nearly reach the optimistic
forecast if additional significant natural gas resources would become
available for the German market at competitive priees. In the following
we consider two examples for such additional supply sources:
1. There is some possibility that further eonsiderable resources of
natural gas could be detected in or near Central Europe, e.g. in
the North Sea. One should bear in mind, however, that the extraction
and transportation of offshore gas costs about three times as mueh
as on the mainland and has to bear additional risks 1=18_1.
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2. There is also some chance that an international market of liquified
gas will develop, as D.S. and Japanese contracts show. If transportation
costs will decrease in the years to come, North African gas could
cpmpete on the German energy market.
If on theother hand the German market would not have access to this
additional supply, the expected Russian and Dutch deliveries
together with own sources would support a market which would
tend to approach the more conservative forecast given (forecAst 2).
6. Gonclusion
Let us summarise the facts and possibilities which will tend to favour
or to limit natural gas consumption in the FRG. Favouring facts are~
substantial natural gas resources in and near Gentral Europe
- additional resources in Russia, Africa, Near East etc.
- low extraction cost
- competitive price under normal conditions (compared with other
fossil fueLs)
very low price, if natural gas i8 delivered on the basis of an
interruptable treaty
- low content of harmful ingredients which contribute to
environmental pollution
- natural gas is very usefnl and easily to be handled for many
industrial and domestic purposes.
Additional facts favouring the use of natural gas for power generation:
- low capital costs of gas-fired plants
- easy commissioning
- short construction period.
Limiting facts:
- the natural gas resources of Gentral Europe are quite substantial,
but do not allow excessive growth of natural gas consumption
- the security of supply from Russia, Africa or Near East 1s regarded
to be less than from the FRG itself or neighbouring countries
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- high capital investment for transportation and distribution
- danger of unexpected price boosts
Additional limitations concerning natural gas consumption for
power generation:
- lacking bids for long-term supply at defin,ite price margin.
Taking into account the above favouring and limitating facts
forecast 2 was evaluated. In this more conservative forecast we
expect natural gas to cover;
- 9 to 10 % of the primary energy consumption(between 1980 and
2000) and
- 7,7 % (1980) to 3 % (2000) of the electricity generation.
Furthermore the possibility of additional supplywhich
could become available for the German marketwas eonsidered such as:
- the discovery of additional resources in or
near Central Europe
- p rospects of an international liquified natural gas market; ,
If such additional resources would become available we believe
that natural gas consumption could evaluate near the more optimistic
forecast 1. That means that natural gas would cover:
12 to 14 % of the primary energy consumption and
10 7. (1980) to 5 7. (2000) of the electricity generation.
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Natural Gas Reserves
Certain and probable Natural Gas Reserves
(possible reserves in parantheses)
-----------_._~_.__.,-~.__._-,._----~-----------------_.
9 3 15 103TWh 103TI.,1h 106t10 Nm 10 Kcal coal
thermal equiv.
---_.._---- ..------------.
Netherlands 2350 19.5 22.6 9.0 2790
(4000)
Great Britain 991 8.2 9.6 3.8 1175
Federal Republic 343 2.85 3.32 1.33 407
of Germany (625)
France 300 2.5 2.9 1.16 355
Italy 178 1.49 1.71 0.68 210
._--~ -_.~,-,-_ .._------_.._.._'-'_._-'-'-'~''''- _._----_._-_.
z EWG 4162 35 40.13 15.97 5000
Austria 30 0.25 0.29 0.12 36
Rumania 220 1.83 2.13 0.85 261
USA 8500 70.5 82.0 83.0 10000
USSR 12100 100.0 117.0 47.0 14350
Near East 6600 54.7 63.6 25.0 7820
Africa 4880 39.8 46.5 18.4 5710
._-- -~-----------'---'-'---'----'--------'---'--------'---
World 40 x 103 332 386
(14o-280Xl03)(1160-2320)
153 347.5 x 10
._---------_._----_._--------_._-_.__ .._-_._-------
World, oi1 resources 780
(3200)
The following conversions between the units indicated in the table were used:
Average calorific value of natural gas - 83000 Kcal/Nm3; 1 ton coal equivalent=
7 x 106 Kcal.; 1 KWh = 860 Kcal; 1 TWh thermal = 109 KWh. When converting into
TWbe thermal efficiency of 40 %was used.
T~:lble 2 E_nergy forec~sts ~_or the FRG
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Figl.2 Discovery rate of natural gas reserves in the FRG
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